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26Optical flow (OF) method has been used in ultrasound elastography to estimate the strain distribution in
27tissues. However the bias of strain estimation by OF has previously been shown to be close to 20%. The
28objective in this paper is to improve the performance of OF-based strain estimation, a two-step OF
29method with a local warping technique is proposed in this paper. The local warping technique effectively
30decreases the decorrelation of the signals, and hence improves the performance of strain estimation. Sim-
31ulations on both homogeneous and heterogeneous models with different strains are performed. Experi-
32ments on a heterogeneous tissue-mimicking phantom are also carried out. Simulation results of the
33homogeneous model show that the two-step OF method reduces the bias of strain estimation from
3423.77% to 1.65%, and reduces the standard deviation of strain estimation from 2.9 � 10�3 to
350.47 � 10�3. Simulation results of the heterogeneous model shows that the signals-to-noise ratio (SNRe)
36of strain estimation is improved by 2.1 and 5.3 dB in the inclusion and background, respectively, and the
37contrast-to-noise ratio (CNRe) is improved by 6.8 dB. Finally, results of phantom experiments show that,
38by using the proposed method, the SNRe is increased by 4.0 dB and 8.9 dB in the inclusion and back-
39ground, respectively, while the CNRe is increased by 13.1 dB. The proposed two-step OF method is thus
40demonstrated capable of improving the performance of strain estimation in OF-based elastography.
41� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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43

44 1. Introduction

45 Elastography has received a lot of interest in the last two dec-
46 ades due to its capability to investigate noninvasively the mechan-
47 ical properties of biological tissues [1,2]. The axial strains
48 estimated in elastography, are interpreted as relative stiffness of
49 tissues [3]. The axial strains are usually obtained from the spatial
50 gradient of the tissue displacements [4,5]. Speckle tracking using
51 ultrasound RF signals and the cross-correlation algorithm [3,6,7]
52 is commonly used to estimate tissue displacements [8]. In addition
53 to speckle tracking, the optical flow (OF) technique has also been
54 proposed to calculate the displacements and strains simulta-
55 neously [18].
56 OF was first proposed as a motion estimation technique in com-
57 puter vision [9]. Methods for computing OF were first put forward
58 by Horn and Shunk [10]. OF methods employ the hypothesis that
59 signal intensities remain constant along the motion trajectories,
60 so the motion of an object can be expressed in terms of material

61derivative or total derivative in the OF constraint equation [9,11].
62OF has also been used in elastography to estimate tissue motion
63[12–15]. Both B-mode data [12,14] and RF data [13,15,16] can be
64used in the OF-based methods to estimate the sub-sample dis-
65placements [10,17]. Behar et al. employed OF to estimate cardiac
66motion from B-mode images [12]. Mercure et al. implemented an
67OF method on RF data to estimate vascular strain tensor [18]. Zaka-
68ria et al. proposed an iterative OF-based method to estimate the
69axial strain of rat carotids from B-mode data [14]. OF-based strain
70estimators have been applied to human myocardia [12], breasts
71[13] and arteries [14,19].
72Tissue motion models including rigid translation [32] and affine
73transformation [23,27] have been used in OF. The affine transfor-
74mation takes into account the standard transformations of rota-
75tions, translations, dilations, as well shear transformations [23],
76and therefore is capable of estimating the displacements and
77strains simultaneously [9,22,24,27], while the rigid translational
78model typically used in speckle tracking can estimate the displace-
79ments only [9]. In speckle tracking, the rigid translational model is
80employed, and the axial strains are usually obtained from the gra-
81dient of axial displacements [7,8].
82Mercure et al. has investigated the reliability of OF-based strain
83estimator using a simulated homogeneous model [18]. Their
84results showed that the bias of strain estimation by OF were close
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85 to 20% [18]. Hence, it is essential to reduce the bias, i.e., increase
86 the accuracy of the strain estimation, since the clinicians’ diagno-
87 ses are directly related to the estimation [20]. In order to improve
88 the performance of OF-based strain estimation, a two-step OF
89 method is proposed in this paper. The local warping technique is
90 employed in this method to improve the coherence between pre-
91 and post-deformed signals. Similar to the aligning and stretching
92 methods used in the correlation-based elastography [23], the
93 two-step OF method utilize the local warping technique reduce
94 both bias and standard deviation of strain estimation, and hence
95 improve the accuracy and precision of strain estimation. With
96 the benefit of less strain noise, the two-step OF method is helpful
97 to improve the quality of axial strain images and lesion detectabil-
98 ity in the inhomogeneous tissues.
99 Comparisons between the two-step OF and conventional OF are

100 performed by using simulations of a homogeneous tissue model
101 with uniform elasticity distribution and a heterogeneous model
102 with a stiffer inclusion embedded in a homogeneous background.
103 The Young’s modulus of inclusion (75 kPa) is three times stiffer
104 than the background (25 kPa). Experiments on a tissue-mimicking
105 phantom with a stiffer inclusion are also carried out to assess the
106 performance of the proposed method. The Young’s modulus of
107 the inclusion (80 ± 12 kPa) is also about three times stiffer than
108 the background (25 ± 6 kPa). The performance of strain estimation
109 are quantified using the bias and standard deviation of the esti-
110 mated strain in the homogeneous model [6]. For the simulated het-
111 erogeneous model and tissue-mimicking phantom, the quality and
112 lesion detectability of axial strain are evaluated using the elasto-
113 graphic signals-to-noise ratio (SNRe) and contrast-to-noise ratio
114 (CNRe) [23].

115 2. Methods

116 2.1. Conventional optical flow method

117 Before strain estimation, the integer-sample displacements are
118 first estimated from speckle tracking using 2-D normalized cross-
119 correlation [7,24]. Then, the subsample displacements and strain
120 tensor are estimated from OF method with the tissue motion mod-
121 el of affine transformation. The differences between rigid transla-
122 tion and affine transformation as tissue motion models are the
123 parameters of strain tensors. Tissue motion model of rigid transla-
124 tion only consists of parameters of displacements (axial and lat-
125 eral), while the affine model is composed of displacements
126 components and full strain tensor (axial strain, axial shear strain,
127 lateral strain and lateral shear strain).
128 Affine transformation has been used as the tissue motion model
129 in ultrasound-based strain estimation [16,25,26]. The motion mod-
130 el of affine transformation is described in Fig. 1. Points C and C0 are
131 the centers of the region of interest (ROI) before and after deforma-
132 tion, respectively. Point A is an arbitrary point within the ROI, and
133 A0 is its corresponding position after deformation. Assuming that
134 the lateral and axial displacements of C are uC and vC, respectively.
135 The displacements of point A can be given by
136

uðxA; yAÞ ¼ uC þ exxDxþ exyDy

vðxA; yAÞ ¼ vC þ eyxDxþ eyyDy
ð1Þ

138138

139 where x and y are lateral and axial directions of ultrasound field, xA,
140 yA, xC, yC, are the coordinates of points A and C along the lateral and
141 axial directions, respectively. Dx ¼ xA � xC , Dy ¼ yA � yC are the lat-
142 eral and axial distance between point A and C. exx, exy, eyx and eyy

143 stand for lateral (normal) strain, lateral shear strain, axial shear
144 strain and axial (normal) strain of the ROI, respectively. The sub-
145 sample displacements (u, v) and strain tensors (exx, exy, eyx and eyy)
146 are the six motion parameters needed to be estimated.

147The motion parameters of affine are calculated by the constraint
148equation of OF, which is deduced from the assumption of bright-
149ness constancy [9–11,28]. Assuming an affine transformation with-
150in the small ROI, also called measurement-window [16], the
151constraint equation of OF is utilized to find the motion parameters.
152The gradient constraint equation can be expressed as
153

rI � uþ It ¼ 0 ð2Þ 155155

156here rI denotes the spatial gradient of brightness, It denotes the
157temporal gradient of brightness, and u denotes the motion param-
158eters (displacement components and strain components).
159The RF signals are used in the OF constraint equation to esti-
160mate the motion parameters in this paper. Denote f(x, y) and g(x,
161y) as the pre-deformed and post-deformed RF signals of the ROI,
162respectively. For the RF signals, rIðx; yÞ ¼ ½fxðx; yÞ; fyðx; yÞ� and
163Itðx; yÞ ¼ gðx; yÞ � f ðx; yÞ. Then, the constraint equation (Eq. (2))
164with affine transformation (Eq. (1)) becomes [16,27]
165

fxðx; yÞðuþ exxDxþ exyDyÞ þ fyðx; yÞðv þ eyxDxþ eyyDyÞ
¼ gðx; yÞ � f ðx; yÞ ð3Þ 167167

168where fxðx; yÞ and fyðx; yÞ stand for each point’s partial derivative in
169the lateral and axial directions, Dx and Dy stand for each point’s lat-
170eral and axial distance from the center point of the ROI (i.e., dis-
171placements). Using the least-squares method, these parameters
172could be solved by the following overdetermined linear equation,
173

fx fxDx fxDy fy fyDx fyDy
� �

u exx exy veyx eyy
� �T ¼ �½f � g� ð4Þ 175175

176where fx and fy denote each point’s lateral and axial partial deriva-
177tive, respectively, and are given by,
178

fx ¼ fxðx1; y1Þ; fxðx2; y2Þ; � � � ; fxðxN; yNÞ½ �T ð5Þ 180180

181

fy ¼ fyðx1; y1Þ; fyðx2; y2Þ; � � � ; fyðxN; yNÞ
� �T ð6Þ 183183

184where N is the total number of sampling points within the ROI. So
185the subsampling displacements (u, v) and strain tensors (exx; exy;

186eyx, and eyy) of each sampling point can be obtained by solving Eq.
187(4).

1882.2. Two-step optical flow method

189Using the conventional OF method, affine parameters of sub-
190sample displacements and strain tensors are estimated. However,

Fig. 1. Demonstration of affine transformation of an ROI before and after
deformation.
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